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A fast, fun, friendship read from the Newbery-award winning author of Maniac Magee.Fourth

graders are tough. They aren't afraid of spiders. They say no to their moms. They push first graders

off the swings. And they never, ever cry.Suds knows that now that he's in fourth grade, he's

supposed to be a rat. But whenever he tries to act like one, something goes wrong. Can Suds's

friend Joey teach him to toughen up...or will Suds remain a fourth grade wimp?
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I am writing this from the perspective of a parent of a 4th grader. This 85+ page book was required

reading for all rising 4th graders in the weeks before school began. There was no direction given to

the children, just that they needed to read it and be prepared to talk about it.So I bought it.What a

shame.All I can say is that I found absolutely nothing redeaming about this book. No lesson I want

to teach my child, no "silver lining" in the stories. Basically it's about a nice boy who now that he's in

4th grade, feels the pressure to do things he knows in his heart aren't right, but he wants the



attention of a girl and a "friend" so he goes ahead with his friend pressuring him to do "bad". What

could be so bad, you ask? How about stealing food from kids in the lunchroom, laughing at kids

having a difficult time, ignoring former teachers you liked but now it's considered babyish to return a

smile to. The book was a constant reminder of how NOT to behave; it was incredibly difficult to find

the message of "Good always wins."So lots of bad behavior, gets the girl, then it ends with the

friend getting caught, being FORCED by his mom to apologize to the boy for making him do bad

things, then ending a page later with no real ending other than a disbelief this book actually got a

publisher.I know people will say that it's a good message, to show that bad behavior isn't good and

that you should stay true to your heart and do good things. So why did we need to hear the 85%

percent of the book showing bad behavior? The whole school acts like they care not at all about

each other, do not need to be nice to each other, and basically only look out for themselves.
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